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Introduction
• Public support for R&D&I
– Increasing need for evaluation and justification
What difference does public support for R&D&I
make?

• What policy makers want as a result:
•
•
•
•

Increase of employment
Increase of investements
Attract new businesses
….
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Introduction
But …
- It is impossible to predict this on individual
project basis
- Lack of causality

- It is even not recommended to focus on policy
makers’ short term wishes
- Leads to short ‘economic’ thinking <> longer term
R&D thinking

- It might even be useless to try do this
- Time lag

So then what can we do to please policy makers?
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Introduction
• Try to prove that funding R&D has some positive
influence on firms innovation processes
• “Traditional” evaluation focus on
– Input additionality
– Output additionality
 But … This treats a firm as a black box
 We want to see if something happens within the firms

⇒ Focus on Behavioral Additionality (BA):
the difference in firm innovation behavior
resulting from R&D funding
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BA-concepts
Multidimensional influence of funding on R&D&I
projects and processes:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Scale
Scope
Intelligence
Speed
Output & Impact
Cooperation
Strategy
…

to improve the firms innovation performance.
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BA concepts

Main research question:
Does funding R&DR&D-projects lead to BA ?
CASE Study IWT
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IWT : Flemisch Innovation Agency




Founded in 1991


1991 : Region became managing authority for innovation



Single R&D funding agency in Flanders



135 FTE – including 60 FTE Scientific Advisors

Major Programmes (current)


Direct funding of R&D at companies (SME, large companies)



Funding of R&D at knowledge/technology centres (university, R&D
centres, Higher Education Institutes)



Funding of innovation support system through funding of projects to
develop innovation support services at intermediaries
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IWT : Flemisch Innovation Agency
 Annual budget (2009): + 300 M€








Clients






116 M€ R&D-projects in industry
105 M€ R&D-projects at technology centres
43 M€ Innovation support System
15 M€ Measures of Flemish Government (specific actions)
30 M€ Grants (PhD, Post-doc)

80 projects from innovative Large enterprises/year
500 SME projects/year
250 research groups with projects at technology centres

Innovation support system (network of intermediaries)


250 advisors in the field, from 85 organisations
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Case Study IWT BA-Methodology
•
•
•
•
•

Telephone survey with project leaders (50) and
E-Survey (300) to verify conclusions
Duration (without pilot) 6 months, cost approx.100k€
All questionnaires and detailed results are available
Remark: The importance of CONTROL groups to identify
delta’
delta’s:
• 3 groups used in study:
• E = Experimental group: funded IWT-clients (194)
• A = Control group A: non-funded IWT-“clients”
– 88 (46 with R&D&I-project)
• B = Control group B: no IWT-clients
– 100 (30 with R&D&I-project)
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Samples
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Results Additionality Study
• Project Add. (= High if project is cancelled without support)
• 40% of projects would not have taken place without
support
• 50% with a smaller budget
• Input Add. (=High if companies spend more on R&D due to
support)
• No crowding out
• 1€ funding  0.85 – 1.34€ add. R&D spending by firm
• Follow up projects financed internally
• No confirmation for labeling effect (= leverage effect of IWT
funding to attract additional financial means)
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Impact on innovation behaviour
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Ambitions (scale and scope)
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Results of Additionality study
• Cooperation(= high when government support helps to create
cooperation)
– Funded clients more involved in non-subsidised R&D cooperation
– Funding has no or limited positive impact on number of external
partners
– No difference in continuation partnerships between funded and
non-funded IWT clients
– Positive effects for SMEs (funding leads to the inclusion of SME in
projects)

• Intelligence(=positive impact on competencies and expertise )
– Limited impact on IP strategy (except first contact with IP (SMEs)) ,
– Positive impact: only after the first IWT project or with more
partners
– No impact: if already professional R&D-organisation
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Results of Additionality study
• Speed (= public funding speeds up project)
– Funding speeds up projects, especially for starters
– Projects are not submitted if time to market is important …
• Output and impacts (= additional output thanks to public support,
introduction of products/processes, impact on turnover, export,
competitiveness, …)
– introduction of new product in 69% of projects
• of which 30% would not have been realized without funding
– introduction of new process in 58% of the projects
• of which 38% would not have been realized without funding
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Some hypotheses tested
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Some hypotheses tested
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Some hypotheses tested
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Some hypotheses tested
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Conclusions
•
•
•
•

Direct R&D funding still makes sense
Impact on firms can be assessed and
Is positive for the firms innovation behaviour
This ‘could’ lead to a positive impact on the
region …and give an answer to the wishes of
policy makers …
• BUT …
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Questions ?
esl@iwt.be

